We all know them: politicians’ books that read as if they’ve been cobbled together from old speeches. The Good Fight is as far from that as it is possible to get. In a voice that is flinty, real, and passion-filled, Senator Harry Reid One of the remarkable books of this season— a tough, plainspoken, deeply passionate narrative by one of our most important national figures. We all know them: politicians’ books that read as if they’ve been cobbled together from old speeches. The Good Fight is as far from that as it is possible to get. THE GOOD FIGHT is a comics anthology taking a peaceful stand against racism and bigotry. Originally a reaction to the events in Charlottesville, Virginia, where white nationalists protested the removal of Confederate statues, and to the ensuing attacks, which resulted in several injuries and the death of Heather Heyer, THE GOOD FIGHT has since evolved into a more timeless commentary on the ongoing struggle against hate. Because hate itself will adapt to survive. The editorial team at THE GOOD FIGHT is proud to announce the cover of the book will be illustrated by artist Christian Ward (Thor, Black Bolt, ODY-C). Here is a sneak peek at some of the interior pages as we make progress in THE GOOD FIGHT. “The Good Fight” highlights battle for equality in America. The new book “The Good Fight: America’s Ongoing Struggle for Justice” takes a look at how minority groups across the U.S. have fought for equality over the pLearn More. The new book “The Good Fight: America’s Ongoing Struggle for Justice” takes a look at how minority groups across the U.S. have fought for equality over the p The Good Fight: America's Ongoing Struggle for Justice.Â People Magazine called it “One of the 10 best books of the Year”, the book has 100 Five Star Review on Amazon and just won six of the top awards in publishing including the Independent Book Publishers Freedom Fighter Award. We are thrilled that Amazon is currently featuring the $35 book for $15.90. See More. With Fight the Good Fight, author Daniel Gibbs has created an incredibly interesting and unique story. The genre of military sci-fi combined with the religious aspect of the main character, Col. David Cohen, a heroic soldier who is also an Orthodox Jew. A lot of the story focuses on religion and especially faith and trust in God, but in such an interesting context with a sci-fi war happening around him and playing a large part in the fight. David is an interesting character with a lot of depth and the author did a great job of creating a character that may not be your conventional warrior, but The Good Fight is an American legal television series produced for CBS's streaming service CBS All Access. It is CBS All Access’s first original scripted series. The series created by Robert King, Michelle King, and Phil Alden Robinson is a spin-off and sequel to The Good Wife, which was created by the Kings. The first season consists of 10 episodes and premiered on February 19, 2017, with the first episode airing on CBS and the following nine episodes on CBS All Access. The series was initially